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New Officers
allots have been counted and the First 
Division’s officers for 2013-2015 have Bbeen named.

The new Superintendent is Rich Pitter.  Rich is 
also the First Division’s Education Chair and Editor.

Four Directors were re-elected: Dirk 
Kruysman, who was also Superintendent for 2011-
2013, and who remains as our Paymaster; Nick 
Lehrbach, who also serves as our Chief Clerk; 
Gene Nevelle; and Glenn Edmison.

Two new Directors come on board: Elaine 
Crueger and Bruce McGarvey.  We hope 
members will help these officers and the Division 
by pitching in when asked.

Thanks are given the three unsuccessful 
candidates for Director because, for a successful 
division, there must be more than enough people 
willing to fill the available leadership positions: 
Jim Crueger, Fred Miranda, and Christopher 
Jones.

Two outgoing Directors decided not to run for 
re-election: Bill Howell and James Dougall.  We 
thank both of them for their work.

First Division wants to fill two  positions.  The 
Webmaster requires someone with computer 
experience.  The Webmaster must be capable of 
updating the web page as directed.  The web page is 
found at http://pnr.nmra.org/div1/.  The other 
position is the Membership Chair.  We have not 
had a Membership Chair for awhile, and 
consequently First Division has not gained many 
new members during that time.  If you are curious 
about either vacancy, talk to Rich Pitter.

October 5 Mini-Meet
ene Neville and the Corvallis Society of 
Model Engineers (CSME) will host our fall Gmini-meet on Saturday, October 5, 2013, at 

the Prince of Peace Community Church, 7234 NE 
Arnold Ave., Adair Village, Oregon.  The church is 
about three blocks from CSME and is located just to 
the east of Santiam Christian High School.  For 
people with GPS in their vehicles, you may need to 
key in the city of Corvallis rather than Adair Village 
to obtain directions.

The mini-meet program will include clinics, our 
favorite model contests, door prizes, and local 
layout open houses.  The new officers will be 
introduced.  Board members will meet and review 
Tunnel Grant applications.

Members are invited to bring model railroading 
friends to the mini-meet.  Only NMRA members 
may participate in the favorite model contest.  For 
non-members, there will be Rail Pass applications 
available for people to experience NMRA 
membership for six months.  It is hoped that Rail 
Pass members will elect to continue with regular 
membership.

We presently have several clinics and 
presentations planned for the mini-meet, but there is 
room in the schedule for one or two more clinics.  If 
you would like to present a clinic, please contact 
Rich Pitter at richpitter@aol.com or 541-636-3833.



Have You Ever Wondered...?
By Glenn Edmison, First Division AP Chair

 look forward to seeing the models entered for 
display or competition at First Division mini-Imeets.  There is always something that catches 

my eye as particularly well done or new.  When the 
winners are revealed, they turn out to be people I 
have become acquainted with at these meetings.  
Some are people I don’t know well, but whom I 
make a point of talking to about their modeling. 
Some of them have shared their tricks-of-the-trade 
in clinics.  Sometimes I have used those tricks in my 
own modeling.  I usually come away from those 
meetings with questions.  “Do I, or could I, do as 
good a job as those winners?”  “If I entered a model, 
would I be a winner?”  And then I get besought by 
doubts: “What if my skills are not as good as those 
who entered their work in the contest?” I don’t want 
to look bad before a group.  Anyway, I belong to a 
club.  I don’t have a layout of my own.  I have only 
worked on layouts with others or helped to build 
modules.  And so, I don’t do any more about 
preparing something for the next meeting.

In thinking about this, I suspect I am in the 
majority of our members.  I don’t want to take a 
chance.  But what if there was a way to test my skills 
and maybe at the same time improve on them 
without having to enter a contest?  What if I could 
measure my work against a standard so I would 
know if it was good or not? 

Well, there is a way.  It is a benefit of NMRA 
membership. It is called the NMRA Achievement 
Program (AP).

AP is designed to define the qualities of good 
modeling and to give each of us an opportunity to 
measure our own work against those standards. It is 
designed to let us know when just a little bit more 
effort will put us in the winner’s class.  Let me 
describe the AP program.

There is one initial step to help every member 
sample several areas of modeling and get a leg up on 
the program.  It is called the Golden Spike Award. 
Following that, there are eleven awards, each 
dealing with a specialty in model railroading, and 
these are divided into four categories in which we 
can make choices. The categories and their 
achievement awards are listed:

Railroad Equipment 
Motive Power 
Cars 

Construction and Operation
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer
Chief Dispatcher

Railroad Setting 
Structures 
Scenery 
Prototype Models 

Service to the Hobby & NMRA Members
Association Official
Association Volunteer
Model Railroad Author

Completion of seven of the eleven (choose at 
least one from each area) qualify a member to be 
recognized as a Master Model Railroader (MMR).  
The requirements are provided on the NMRA 
website at:
 Http://www.nmra.org/education/achievement/apcat.html

Examination of the requirements for each of the 
AP Awards will reveal that most modelers have 
already done some, either on their own layout, on a 
club layout or module, or simply to have something 
of their own that is unique, or better than original. 
Usually, there are only a couple of items that still 
need to be completed to satisfy all the requirements 
for that AP Award.

An item included in the award documents are 
descriptions or objective evaluation grids that help 
us understand when our efforts are good or fall just a 
little short. The use of these descriptive materials 
are designed to describe what is “fair, good, or 
excellent” modeling. It allows everyone to be 
judged fairly and equally.  Also provided with each 
set of requirements are discussions from MMR’s to 
give helpful clarification and hints about the award 
to help members prepare their application.

Following this article is a copy of the 
requirements for the Gold Spike Award.  I challenge 
you to read through those simple requirements and 
to honestly deny that you are capable of completing 
them.  If you do not already hold this award, then I 
further challenge you to do so.  The nice thing about 
it is that this award does not require a team of 
evaluators. It can be signed off by any NMRA 
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member.  So you can invite your fellow modelers to 
certify your Golden Spike application.

Completed applications for all NMRA Awards 
should be routed through the Regional AP Chair, 
Jack Hamilton, at this address: 

Jack Hamilton AP Chair 
10731 Warren Road NW 
Silverdale, WA 98383

In following issues of the Brakeman’s Rag, I 
plan to discuss each of the AP Awards. But don’t 
wait for me to do this.  It is part of my role as First 
Division’s AP Chair to answer questions. My e-mail 
address is: 

Best wishes 
Glenn Edmison

gedmison@aol.com
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NMRA on the Internet
embers who do not have computers or 
email addresses, or who have them but do Mnot use them, are missing out on some of 

NMRA’s benefits.  I’ll explain a few of these, then 
offer some suggestions for people without email 
addresses, even if they don’t have a computer.

Lately, the national office has started sending 
the NMRA eBulletin to members with email 
addresses on file.  The national office is gentle 
about it--people can unregister if they don’t want to 
be bothered--but the semi-monthly (every other 
month) email-only flyer is easy to read and provides 
a nice calendar of upcoming events.  Some people 
have asked if they could have paper copies mailed to 
them, but President Charlie Getz responds: 
“Every issue we receive emails from several well-
meaning members who request that issues of the 
NMRA eBulletin be formatted for printing. 
Understand that we designed the NMRA eBulletin to 
be an on-screen publication, so it's formatted for 
computer screens. In addition, Constant Contact, 
the email company we use for this, won't allow 
attachments, so we can't send it out as a PDF. The 
answer? Just sit back, read it on-screen (it won't take 
that long), and save a tree or two!”

Jack Hamilton publishes PNR Train Orders in 
the months between NMRA eBulletin.  It is another 
email-only newsletter, providing a calendar of 
events relevant to PNR.  We’re working on getting 
Jack to recognize First Division events, so these will 
shortly begin to make their way into the newsletter.

Shortly, the First Division will also issue an 
email-only newsletter, just a page or two, to keep 
members up-to-date on events within the division.  
The Train Order Blast emails are operable on an 
experimental basis in some divisions, and we expect 
to get information on how to produce them within 
the next few months.  As with NMRA Bulletin, users 

may elect to un-register from PNR Train Orders or 
the Division’s Train Order Blast at any time.

NMRA has other online benefits.  Much 
documentation is available online.  The 
Achievement Program has each award’s 
requirement--and hints that can make the task 
easier--online.  NMRA maintains a large and 
growing archive of photographs and scans of plans 
and drawings.  NMRA has a members-only website 
worth looking into, email access to librarians at the 
Kalmbach Memorial Library.

If you have a computer with high-speed (cable 
or satellite connectivity), but your email address is 
not known by NMRA, contact Ed Liesse at 
EELiesse@aol.com.  Provide him with your name 
and membership number and ask him to add your 
email address to his database.

If you don’t have a computer, check with your 
local library or community center.  Learn how to 
access the Internet and obtain a free email address, 
perhaps gmail or aol.  Then contact Ed Liesse.  I 
think you will enjoy the NMRA more that way.
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Here's the  . Use it as a checklist, you may surprise yourself.

Rolling Stock

! Display six (6) units of rolling stock (Scratchbuilt, craftsman, or detailed commercial kits). 

Notice that the requirement is to "display" them. Nowhere does it say that they must earn a minimum number of 
points in judging - just that they must be displayed. ( In the monthly contests at your division meetings, for example. 
Even having them set out on your layout, or a table in your basement counts as "display"). 

These models need to show a little more effort than a "shake the box" kit. For example, by itself a freight car kit 
straight out of the box, is not enough to qualify. However, by painting and decaling it, adding a little detailing, 
perhaps some weathering, etc., you'll have a qualifying model in no time! 

Model Railroad Setting (Structures & Scenery) 

! Construct a minimum of eight (8) square feet of layout. 

Again, there is no requirement about how good or how elaborate your layout must be - just that you must "construct" 
it. On the other hand, you may have trouble convincing someone that a loop of track nailed to a piece of green 
painted wood constitutes a "layout" . . . How much is 8 square feet of layout? Well, a typical module is 4 feet by 2 
feet, and would easily satisfy this requirement. 

! Construct five (5) structures (scratchbuilt, craftsman, or detailed and commercial kits). These 
structures may be separate, or one or more of them may be part of a single scene. 

The same comments apply here about the type of kits. The idea is to show that you can do more than glue a simple 
plastic kit together. Painting or weathering are good things to consider. Remember that "structures" aren't just 
buildings. Things like bridges and trestles also fall into this category. 

Engineering (Civil & Electrical) 

! Three (3) types of trackage are required (turnout, crossing, etc.). All must be properly ballasted 
and installed on proper roadbed. Commercial trackage may be used. 

This requirement sounds a lot harder than it is. First, notice that last sentence about commercial trackage; you don't 
have to hand-lay anything - you can just install a store bought turnout. "Types of trackage" can be just about 
anything: turnouts, crossings, and grade elevation (a change in elevation of the track) are all examples of "types of 
trackage". Also, note that the three types DO NOT have to be different. For example, just having three simple 
turnouts will qualify. The "proper roadbed" requirement can be met by laying the track on a raised roadbed, ( such as 
cork ) and ballasting it. The purpose of this requirement is to show that you understand roadbed profile, drainage, 
etc. 

! All installed trackage must be properly wired so that two trains can be operated simultaneously 
(Double-track main, single-track main with sidings, block or command control, etc.). 

This requirement can also be easier than it sounds. Notice the option for a single track main with sidings. This means 
that as long as you can cut power to the sidings individually, you can run one train, park it on a siding while you run 
another, then park it and run the first again. This meets the requirement. 

! Provide one additional electrical feature such as powered turnouts, signaling, turnout indication, 
lighted buildings, etc. 

Don't read more into this than is there. A powered turnout can be something as simple as an Atlas turnout with a 
switch machine. Think in terms of anything that runs off the 'Accessories' terminals of a power pack and you 're half 
way there. 

One other thing to remember: Not all of these requirements need to be met on the same layout (or piece of layout). They don't 
even need to be met in the same scale! If you want to build G scale rolling stock, an N scale Model Railroad setting, and an 
HO scale layout for trackage and wiring, go ahead. 

Also, the Golden Spike, as well as the other parts of the AP have a certain amount of flexibility. For example, suppose you 
and your (friend / spouse / child) work together on all your projects, but do twice the required amount (12+ units of rolling 
stock, 16+ square feet of layout, 10+ structures, etc.). You can both be considered, as long as you can show that you have 
each demonstrated the required skills. 

Golden Spike Award Application Form



he First Division board of directors 
has decided to increase the number Tof mini-meets in a year from two to 

three, starting in 2014. The locations and 
months of the next few mini-meets have 
been selected, although the specific dates of 
mini-meets down the road are yet to be 
determined.  We will try to select days that 
do not conflict with other model railroading 
events.

SPRING MINI-MEET: ROSEBURG
Nick Lehrbach and his Roseburg crew will host 

the spring mini-meet in March, 2014.  The mini-
meet location and date are still being finalized at this 
time.  More details will be provided in a subsequent 
issue of the Brakeman’s Rag.

As with the fall mini-meet in Corvallis, this 
mini-meet will feature clinics, model contests, door 
prizes, and local layout open houses.

SUMMER MINI-MEET: EUGENE
Rich Pitter will host a mini-meet in the 

Gainsborough community’s clubhouse in Eugene, 
on June 14,  2014.  This will enable First Division 
members to attend the PNR Annual Convention in 
Tacoma on June 18-21.

This mini-meet will have favorite model 
contests, door prizes, and local layout open houses, 
but we are also planning a special hands-on clinic.  

The owner of Sidetrack Laser, a Newberg, 
Oregon, manufacturer of craftsman model railroad 
kits, will lead participants through step-by-step 
construction of a basic laser-cut model structure.  
This is an excellent opportunity for modelers of all 
skill levels to delve into the process of building a 
laser-cut structure kit.  If you have never built one, 
this is an opportunity to learn many tricks and 
techniques to build one.  Even expert modelers can 
learn tips to make structure construction easy and 
realistic looking.

At lunchtime, the completed structures will be 
spray-painted so they will be dry and ready to take 

home when participants return from lunch.  Hands-
on participants will buy their kit at wholesale price, 
and can select HO or N scale kits.  Pre-registration 
and NMRA membership will be required for 
participation in the hands-on kit-building clinic, but 
others may attend and watch the process.  More 
details and registration information will be 
forthcoming.

FALL 2014 MINI-MEET: 
The Board will meet at the mini-meet in Corvallis 
and determine where this mini-meet will be held.

CLINICIANS WELCOME
We are always looking for new clinicians, both 

people who have not previously presented clinics 
and people who have, but who have new material to 
present.  Clinics need not be 45 minutes long; 
consider presenting a mini-clinic, five to 15 minutes 
long, on a single topic. Suggestions: how to drill and 
tap models for coupler screws; how to use LED 
lighting for structures; how to paint model figures; 
or how to build scenery and mountains without 
using plaster.

 If you are interested in sharing your knowledge 
by presenting a clinic, please contact our Education 
Director,  Rich Pitter,  541-636-3833 or 
richpitter@aol.com.

UPCOMING MINI-MEETS
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Interchange Track
ifth Division Editor Alan Ashton produces a 
quality newsletter, The Goat. We have agreed Fto cross-post interesting articles between The 

Goat and the Brakeman’s Rag.  First Division 
members are invited to submit articles and 
photographs related to model railroading for 
consideration.  

This article presents the steps to convert a diesel 
locomotive from DC to DCC.  

Installing a Decoder and Sound in a 
DCC-Ready Athearn Diesel

Being relatively new to DCC, one of my first 
projects was to install a decoder in a “DCC-ready” 
locomotive. Of course, one of the appealing aspects 
of operating with DCC is sound so I decided to get 
with that program as well. Starting with a DCC-
ready locomotive sounded better than remodeling 
any one of several old DC locos with all of the prep 
work to isolate the motor, identify the proper wiring 
and (possibly) modify the frame and/or interior. I'm 
adventurous but perhaps not all that brave. Plus, I 
calculated that it would be less expensive than 
purchasing a locomotive with factory installed 
DCC and sound.

What also drove me to this project was the 
®discovery of an Athearn  CF7 (converted F7, ex 

ATSF) painted for the Massachusetts Central 
Railroad. Just as a side note, I first started building 
what was, at the time, a fictitious short line that 
connected the Connecticut River Valley (MA) to the 
Boston and Maine and served industries in some of 
the small towns near where I lived in the 60s and 
70s. What a surprise when the Mass Central 
appeared as a prototype to model (1975).

To find a decoder, speaker and speaker 
enclosure for my locomotive, I visited 
manufacturer's websites and my local hobby shop. I 
elected to equip my CF7 with sound and located the 
desired equipment on the SoundTraxx™ website. At 

™my local hobby shop, I purchased a Tsunami  AT-
™

1000 decoder (SoundTraxx  model #827101) and 
oval speaker, with housing (a RailMaster Hobbies 
model DS1436-8 oval speaker matching the 8 ohms 
of the Soundtraxx decoder).

If you are unfamiliar with the process of 

installing a decoder, it may be a good idea to take 
pictures as you go through the process of decoder 
installation. If you don't have a camera, write down 
what you are observing and doing to your model. 
Don't overlook simple things like which end of the 
locomotive's body is the head end.

In order to get the shell out of the way, I needed 
to remove the wires that supply power to the head 
lights by removing the wire locks that are on the 
DCC adaptor board. They were a bit snug but were 
easily removed using a small needle-nose plier. 
Strangely, this seemed to move me past the 
uneasiness that I sometimes feel when venturing 
into uncharted territory. A small but significant step.

Important note: Even if your locomotive is 
new and you are certain that the decoder will be 
suitably matched to your motor's electrical 
characteristics, you may still want to test the motor's 
stall amperage. This value MUST be lower than the 
amperage rating for your decoder. This test ensures 
that there are no manufacturing defects that could 
cause damage to your decoder. I found good 
instructions for testing stall current on the 
SoundTraxx website.

I used a metric ruler to see if the speaker 
enclosure would fit above the gear box and 
electrical pick-up. I determined that it would fit with 
about 2 mm. to spare.

In the front-to-back dimension I needed 36 mm. 
I seem to have about 2 mm. to spare but I am very 
close to the lighting wire clips. I also measured the 
thickness of the decoder and the space inside of the 
shell above the motor and to the rear of the 
anticipated speaker location; it will be a tight fit and 
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I still need to locate the capacitor that will keep the 
decoder happy whenever there is a brief loss of 
power.

for soldering.

National Model Railroad Association 
(NMRA) standards are written for an eight-pin 
decoder installation (see Recommended Practices 

. The NMRA “medium interface” has the 
pins arranged in a 2 x 4 pattern but uses only 7 of the 
8 available pins. The wiring to the medium socket 
interface was done in such a way that if a socket was 
plugged in the wrong way, no damage would result.

The nine-pin decoder is becoming an industry 
standard as modelers want to include additional 
features such as ditch lights, strobes, etc. My 
decoder has nine-pins and matches the nine-pin 
harness in the Athearn CF7. Unlike the NMRA 
eight-pin interface, the nine-pin plug/socket has a 
keyway that will not allow you to plug in 
“backward.” The slim design also saves space by 
allowing an “in-line” installation.

The Athearn adaptor board has an eight-pin 
NMRA hookup available but, if you choose to use 
an eight-pin decoder, you will need to do a bit of 
soldering.

Using an X-Acto knife, I carefully cut a small 
opening in the shrink wrap that separates and 
insulates the decoder from the other locomotive 
components. I wanted to see if there was a 9-pin 
quick-connect hidden just inside the wrapping. 
There was one. (Thank goodness.) The shrink wrap 
was then trimmed allowing me to remove the 9-pin 
harness with its wire leads from the decoder. 
Because the Athearn locomotive has a nine-pin 
connector, I can attach the decoder without the need 

RP-9.1.1)

With the decoder temporarily mounted on the 
locomotive, I placed the locomotive on my test 
track and acquired it at the factory default setting of 
03. The locomotive motor functioned properly and 
operated in both forward and reverse. I then 
attached the speaker wires. When the power was 
turned on I was happy to hear the rumbling diesel 
sounds. Without additional programming, the horn 
and bell sounds also functioned perfectly. I was in 
business. Now all I needed to do was fit everything 
into the shell.

In determining the best way to secure the 
speaker enclosure I considered:

· The enclosure may need to be replaced or 
removed some day;

· I would prefer to not re-route the wiring to 
the rear lights, and;

· Nothing can impede the movement of the 
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speaker cone.
I cut two narrow pieces of two-sided foam tape 

and exposed the adhesive on one side to attach it to 
the top of the shell. I made sure that the tape would 
not block any of the open portion of the fan housing 
or come in contact with the speaker cone. The tape is 
about 2 mm thick and will prevent the speaker from 
touching the two “nubs” that Athearn uses to secure 
the wires to the head/tail lights.

I then cut two pieces of foam tape to the 
dimensions of the side of the speaker enclosure and 
attached the foam tape to the sides of the shell. A test 
fitting of the speaker enclosure showed that one 
additional piece of foam tape would allow me to 
gently wedge the speaker into place without the 
need for exposing the adhesive. This was good news 
because it will make removal of the speaker very 
easy should I ever need to do so.

 

Speaker 
Enclosure

Figure 1. Cross section of long hood showing location of foam tape 
 and speaker enclosure under fan housings. Drawing is not to scale. 

I had previously decided that the decoder would 
fit on top of Athearn's DC-DCC adaptor board with 
about 1 mm to spare. But at this point I encountered 
a problem: The sound decoder has a capacitor that is 
located at the same end as the speaker enclosure and 
I have used all of the available space in the long 
hood. The leads to the capacitor are too short to 
move it to the head end.

I decided to place the capacitor in the cab of the 
locomotive by adding about 6 mm to the wires. I 
carefully pushed the shrink tubing away from the 
capacitor leads and unsoldered it from the wires. I 
then cut 6 mm pieces of 28 gauge stranded wire 
(stranded wire is much more flexible than solid wire 
and this may prove important as you try to 
maneuver your components into tight spaces). I 
made sure that I noted which posts the red (+) and 
black (-) wires were soldered to. The capacitor has 

an identifying strip that indicates negative lead. Do 
NOT reassemble backward as you may damage 
your decoder. Also, take care not to overheat your 
capacitor while soldering.

My decoder has two purple leads for the 
speaker. On the RailMaster Hobbies speaker, the 
red lead is positive and I connected it to the positive 
lead on my decoder. The speaker's black lead was 
connected to the negative lead on the decoder. 
When you have a single speaker, it does not matter 
which lead is positive and which one is negative. If 
you have two or more speakers wired in series then 
it does matter and reversing the leads will result in 
degraded sound performance from your speakers.

With all of the wires connected, I placed the 
locomotive on my test track and powered the 
throttle. Without programming any configuration 
variables (CVs) I clearly heard the diesel rumble 
and successfully tested the horn, bell and directional 
lights. All were functioning with the factory default 
settings. 

This picture shows the final placement of the 
components before the shell was refitted to the 
locomotive's frame. 

I have taken MAC number 2443 for a couple of 
tours on a local club layout and she performs just 
as I had hoped. The total cost was under $200 and 
I figured that I had saved about $50 by doing the 
installation. But, the Mass Central CF7 was only 
available in DCC-Ready anyway.

Alan Ashton lives in Spokane. He is a member of 
th

NMRA PNR 5  Division. He edits Fifth Division's 
quarterly newsletter and models in HO scale.
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PNR Convention:
Snake River Special,

Boise, ID, June 26-30, 2013

everal First Division members attended the 
PNR Annual Convention in Boise, ID, to Slearn new modeling techniques, visit some 

awesome model railroad layouts, take excursions, 
attend a train show, meet old friends from around 
the Region and to make new friends. 

The Fifth Division, who hosted the convention, 
were able to pack a remarkable number of clinics 
(31), layout tours (30), and extra fare tours into the 
convention schedule.

The PNR Board of Directors acted to revise a 
division boundary.  It turns out that a few PNR 
members in Montana belonged to Sixth Division in 
Canada, but desired to be transferred to “the states,” 
where they can attend division meetings without 
carrying their passports.  The PNR board was 
sympathetic to their cause and granted the boundary 
change.

The next PNR Convention will be held on June 
18-21, 2014, at Tacoma, WA.  The normal cycle of 
host divisions called for Second Division to host the 
convention, but with their hands full getting ready 
for the National Convention on August 23-29, 2015, 
Fourth Division stepped up and offered to host the 
2014 PNR Convention.  The 2014 PNR Convention 
venue is convenient to Interstate 5, so you may want 
to mark it on your calendar and consider attending.

NMRA Western Director Jack Hamilton, 
MMR, provided some ideas of how NMRA can 
present hands-on activities for youngsters to 
promote the hobby of model railroading.  This is 
more germane than it initially appears to be, since 
by getting children involved, there will be 
encouragement for parents to join NMRA and 
experience the hobby as a family.

While several clinics presented new techniques 
for model railroading, a clinic by Joe Fulgate, who 
publishes the online magazine Model Railroad 
Hobbyist (http://model-railroad-hobbyist.com) 
talked about the future of the model railroading 
hobby.  While many MMR’s mention that their 
introduction to model railroading back in the 1940’s 
and 1950’s was the result of receiving a Lionel train 

set at Christmas, Joe discounted that mode of entry 
into the hobby as a “passing fad.”  Today, Thomas 
the Tank Engine and Lego trains are much more 
likely entry portals into model railroading for future 
MMR’s.  As a case of point (my figures may be off; I 
didn’t take notes during the presentation), there are 
about 70,000 model railroaders in the U.S. As 
compared to about 200,000 Lego enthusiasts.  Lego 
train layouts are immensely popular draws at 
National Conventions, and more important, they 
draw many people who are not (yet) model 
railroaders to attend the train shows and become 
acquainted to the greatest hobby in the world.

At the PNR Convention, and in the most recent 
issue of NMRA Magazine, there is mention of 
NMRA acting as an umbrella organization so that 
each of its U.S. Regions and Divisions has valid 
non-profit status as a 501(c)(3) organization.  This 
is significant because it no longer requires divisions 
to do the paperwork.  When this occurs, First 
Division will qualify as a 501(c)(3) organization, 
and donations to the division may be useful for tax 
purposes.  If you own trains, structures, and what-
not associated with model railroading, you can 
instruct your estate (upon your death, of course) to 
donate all or part of your collection to First Division 
and receive a receipt of the donation for tax 
purposes.  First Division can use the donation in 
several ways: it may sell the collection at train 
shows or may use part of the collection to establish 
model railroad hobby clubs at local schools.   By the 
way, members may donate their excess model 
railroad equipment and structures to First Division 
at any time.  I’m uncertain about the timing of this 
initiative by NMRA, so watch the eBulletin and stay 
informed.



Model Train Shows and Events

th
Sep 21-22  10 AM - 4 PM.  18  Annual Open House, Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club, and 

Central Oregon Area Live Steamers.  Bend, Ore. HO scale layout plus the Central Oregon Area Live 
Steamers.  Free rides, free admission. 21520 Modoc Lane, Bend. Info: 541-317-1545 or call 

October 5  First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Corvallis. Meet opens at 8 AM, program begins at 9 AM. 
Clinics, favorite model contest and layout tours.  See page 1.  Info:    

Nov 30 – Dec 1 36th Annual Rogue Valley Railroad Show, Medford Armory, 1701 So. Pacific Hwy, 
Medford, Ore. Sat 10-5, Sun 10-4. Model railroad displays, exhibits, swap meet, door prizes and 
raffles. Proceeds benefit the Medford Railroad Park. Info: Bruce  or 541-890-8145 
and Bill 541-821-5547.

Jan 25-26, 2014 36th WCMRC Annual Train Show, Valley River Center, Eugene.  Info: Lee Temple: 
ttandt@ram-mail.com.

Feb 22-23, 2014 Annual Oregon Logging Conference, Fairgrounds, Eugene.  Info: Lee Temple: 
ttandt@ram-mail.com.

Mar 15, 2014 Clackamas Swap Meet.  Info: Rich Andrews: drdrews1@frontier.com.

March, 2014 First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Roseburg.  See page 5.  Info will be posted at 
  when available.

Apr 5-6, 2014 26th Annual WCMRC Swap Meet, Fairgrounds, Eugene.  Info: Lee Temple: ttandt@ram-
mail.com.

June 14, 2014 First Division PNR Mini-Meet, Eugene.  See page 5.  More info will be posted at 
  when available.

Jun 18-21, 2014 PNR Annual Convention, La Quinta Inn, Tacoma, WA. Info:-  or 
contact Russ Segner, , (425) 228-7327.

July, 2014  Fourth appearance of WCMRC at Lane County Fair.  Fairgrounds, Eugene.  Info: Lee 
Temple: ttandt@ram-mail.com.

Down the Track

Aug 23-29, 2015  2015 NMRA National Convention, Portland, Oregon. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, 
Portland.  More info at  

Aug 28 - 30, 2015 - National Train Show, held in conjunction with the national convention, at the 
Portland Expo Center.

http://www.ecmrr.org/default.asp.

http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/.

iwcrr@charter.net

http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/

http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/

www.PNR2014.com
russseg@gmail.com

http://www.nmra2015portland.org/
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FIRST DIVISION OFFICERS AND CHAIRPERSONS

Superintendent: Rich Pitter richpitter@aol.com

Board of Directors: Dirk Kruysman dutchdirk@charter.net
Nick Lehrbach lehrbach@rosenet.net
Gene Neville geneneville@earthlink.net
Glenn Edmison gedmison@aol.com
Elaine Crueger elainecrueger@gmail.com
Bruce McGarvey iwcrr@charter.net

Chief Clerk: Nick Lehrbach lehrbach@rosenet.net

Paymaster: Dirk Kruysman dutchdirk@charter.net

Webmaster: Vacant

Newsletter Editor: Rich Pitter richpitter@aol.com
2430 Northampton
Eugene, OR 97404
541-636-3833

Education Chair: Rich Pitter richpitter@aol.com

Membership Chair: Vacant

Paid advertisement

Advertising rates for one year are:
2 x 3 1/2” 3 x 3 1/2” 4 x 3 1/2”

Commercial $24.00 $36.00 $48.00
Club  20.00  30.00  40.00
Classified  16.00  24.00  32.00
Individual RR Pike  12.00  18.00  24.00
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